Simultaneous refinement of inaccurate local regions and overall structure in the CASP12 protein model refinement experiment.
Advances in protein model refinement techniques are required as diverse sources of protein structure information are available from low-resolution experiments or informatics-based computations such as cryo-EM, NMR, homology models, or predicted residue contacts. Given semi-reliable or incomplete structural information, structure quality of a protein model has to be improved by ab initio methods such as energy-based simulation. In this study, we describe a new automatic refinement server method designed to improve locally inaccurate regions and overall structure simultaneously. Locally inaccurate regions may occur in protein structures due to non-convergent or missing information in template structures used in homology modeling or due to intrinsic structural flexibilities not resolved by experimental techniques. However, such variable or dynamic regions often play important functional roles by participating in interactions with other biomolecules or in transitions between different functional states. The new refinement method introduced here utilizes diverse types of geometric operators which drive both local and global changes, and the effect of structure changes and relaxations are accumulated. This resulted in consistent refinement of both local and global structural features. Performance of this method in CASP12 is discussed.